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OVERVIEW
BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVE TOUCH POINTS

OBJECTIVE
Shelter Me Photography is a non-profit organization in Boulder, Colorado, who 
photograph shelter animals in need of adoption; however, unlike most shelter 
photographs, Shelter Me Photography will capture animals to change the way people 
view them through professional and compelling photographs. Shelter Me Photography 
started after Hurricane Katrina when founder, Nanette Martin, went on search-and-
rescue missions and saw many animals who had been left behind or abandoned, due 
to families not being able to take them along, or having just been separated from their 
pet. Martin photographed and wrote about her findings, then searched for rescue aid for 
these animals. Later she personally photographed every animal rescued, placing them 
in front of a studio-like backdrop, minimized accessories and props, edited photographs 
to remove handlers and collars, and posted their photographs to adoption sites. Every 
animal was adopted. After this, Shelter Me Photography was founded, striving to capture 
shelter animals in high-kill shelters in the same professional and compelling manner as 
before, hoping to get people to see the unique personalities of these animals and their 
true beauty, rather than photographed poorly inside the cages of the shelters. 

Our personal objective for this project is to help expand 
on Shelter Me Photography and provide a touch point 
that will bring in aid to the non-profit. Shelter Me 
Photography is volunteer-based and Martin is currently 
the only paid photographer for this organization, 
meaning she does most of the photography, editing, site 
management and posting for the entire organization. 
We plan to create a series of motion graphic videos 
that will educate photographer audiences on how to 
properly photograph shelter animals to bring out their 
personalities, as Shelter Me Photography does, and 
provide quick-tips on photographing shelter animals. 
These motion graphic videos will be short teasers 
into what lessons are included in the workshops 
Martin provides through Shelter Me Photography for 
photographing shelter animals. They will encourage 
the audience to attend these workshops and inspire 
them to do as Martin does for Shelter Me Photography 
by becoming a photographer, editor or volunteer, 
and help Martin with her workload. We endeavor to 
inspire and educate our audience about this non-profit 
organization and how professional photographs that 
depict personality and happiness can change a person’s 
viewpoint on adopting a pet, as compared to standard 
adopting pictures or guilt-tripping the audience.

1. A SERIES OF MOTION GRAPHIC TEASER VIDEOS ON “HOW TO 
PHOTOGRAPH SHELTER ANIMALS”
2. A MOTION GRAPHIC VIDEO THAT INSPIRES THE AUDIENCE TO 
BECOME A PART OF THIS ORGANIZATION AND SHOWCASE THE 
POWER OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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TARGETS
TARGET AUDIENCE

WHAT CHANGED?

DELIVERABLES

The target audience is meant to be photographers, animal and pet photographers who 
may or may not have considered photographing shelter animals. We also are targeting 
editors and volunteers who are avid animal lovers and want to help these animals 
become adopted in the very best and professional way, are looking to expand their 
volunteer work, and are ready to be motivated and inspired by Shelter Me Photography 
and what this organization does to help Shelter Pets.

Our biggest change was getting rid of video content as for the entirety of our 
introduction video and trying to combine the flat motion graphics with some of the 
footage of Shelter Me Photography in action, to educate and combine. We scraped the 
idea of going entirely videographic for our introduction video and instead continued 
with the style of motion graphics, with a small combination of video footage, in order to 
keep a similar style to the brand. The video footage was kept to showcase what it looks 
like to be an animal shelter photographer and what the viewer could look like, should 
they decide to become a part of Shelter Me Photography.

1. One 45-50 second teaser motion graphic clip that 
educate the audience on a new tip or how-to, for 
photographing shelter animals. This will serve as a base 
for future video clips with more tips.
•  Typography and flat 2D based imagery 
•  Limited color, no shading or detail
•  Title includes the name of tip
•  Ending provides a link to Shelter Me Photography
 website with invitation to attend a workshop

2. One 45-50 second motion graphic piece that 
introduces Shelter Me Photography and inspires the 
audience to watch the tip videos.
•  Imagery of happy, healthy and adoptable animals
•  Limited text or voice-over that motivates audience
 to take action on how to photograph shelter animals
•  Explains how photography can change an animal’s
 life through adoption
•  No guilt-tripping
•  Ending opens to reveal the teaser videos that 
 will be shown at a later time and provides a link to  
 Shelter Me Photography’s website

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND VOLUNTEERS
ANIMAL LOVERS
MALE OR FEMALE: AGES 18-45

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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BRAND
ECOSYSTEM

MARKET POSITION

VALUES

While Shelter Me Photography began in Colorado, it has expanded to photographing 
animals in shelters in over 16 states across the US, and has photographed over 9,000 
animals. Shelter Me Photography is a non-profit organization that relies on donations 
and volunteer work. Due to limited budgets, they have partnered with a few well-known 
brands and created a few touch points, such as an introduction video sponsored by 
Purina One about what the organization is, a Facebook page, a website and the Shelter 
Me Photography photographs of the animals in shelters, along with success stories.

Big marketing competitors and well-known brands focus more on the adoption aspect such 

as Purina and ASPCA, and use sad footage and imagery to guilt people into donating or 

adopting.

HeARTsSpeak: Creating a world where no shelter animal goes unseen with training 

One Picture Saves a Life: Completely about training others to photograph at shelters

Teresa Berg Photography: Professional photographer, volunteers time, offers workshops

Focus on Rescue workshop:  Trains others to photograph at shelters  

The Shelter Pet Project:  Loads snapshots of shelter animals, offers location-based search

Shelter Me Photography values the animals above all else. 
The goal of this non-profit is to change the view about 
shelter animals and get people to adopt them before they 
end up euthanized. “The image changes the heart and 
the heart changes the mind.” This brand tag-line means 
that the brand values professionalism and integrity of 
not only the photographs, but also of the animals, and 
counts on the human emotion which can change the 
mind when it comes to adoption. We strive to get shelter 
animals adopted and we look for honesty, integrity and 
professionalism.

 1. Professionalism in photographs and    
 towards the animals at shelters
 2. Dedication to ensuring each animal’s unique 
 personality has been captured
 3. Organization of equipment, photographs,  
 and studio-quality shoots
 4. Quality in that the photographs appear
 studio-grade, like when photographing a 
 human for a magazine
 5. Love for animals
 6. Ready to change the hearts and minds of
 our audience to what it means to adopt a
 shelter animal instead of purchasing from a pet  
 shop

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
PARTNERS WITH PURINA ONE
NATIONAL LEVEL - WORKED IN OVER 16 STATES

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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TREATMENT
AESTHETIC BRAND TAGLINE

BRAND STATEMENTVISUAL

The overall mood of the Capturing Hearts touch point for Shelter Me Photography is 
meant to be informative, light-hearted and happy. We are steering away from touch 
points that are sad or show imagery of animals in cages, which play off our emotions 
and guilt us into wanting to adopt or donate money. Shelter Me Photography focuses 
on helping to provide better photographs of shelter animals that showcase their 
personalities, their lives, and the potential of what these shelter animals could become 
when they are adopted, rather than focusing on the actual adoption of shelter animals. 
We want our audience to feel motivated and inspired by the power of professional 
photography of shelter animals and the impact a professional photo can have on 
each animal. Our aesthetic is motivational and inspiring to the audience, which keeps 
emotions uplif ted, leaving the audience with a better understand what this non-profit 
organization does and with a greater desire to volunteer their time.

The brand is about the animals. The focus is on inspiring 
and educating potential volunteers, photographers, and 
editors, showing that photography can save the life of 
an animal on death row. A professional photograph that 
flaunts the beauty and personality of the animal can 
be what changes its life forever, by opening someone’s 
heart, causing them to change their mind about 
adopting said animal. Shelter Me Photography wants to 
make sure that people know that every animal is unique 
and dif ferent, and works to portray this to the best of 
their abilities.

Visually the touch points should not be muted or dull colors, but rather colors pulled 
from Shelter Me Photography’s website and brand. Blues and greens are calming colors, 
with blue being considered an inspirational and motivational color, and pops of red 
that tie back into the logo and brand will allow us to create emphasis on certain text or 
imagery, thus serving to draw in the eye of the audience to get them to be motivated 
to attend a workshop or volunteer with Shelter Me Photography. A mixture of motion 
graphics and video footage will help to be inspirational and informative. Motion graphics 
and typography will be used to create the short Tip videos, while video footage will be 
used as a source of inspiration for what this work could look like.

“The image changes 
the heart and the heart 
changes the mind.”

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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# 3086BF

# 57A6A6

# A7212E # 8EBE42

# 2E3641

# B7C7D1

# 226570

# F3F4F4

TREATMENT VISUAL
COLOR PALET TE MOOD BOARD
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TREATMENT TYPE
T YPOGRAPHY

Tag-Lines, Titles, Tips

Flat type over flat color for motion graphic videos.

Contrast between statements and headers.

Lower opacity type over imagery video.

Body Copy, Smaller Text

AVENIR CONDENSED

Avenir Condensed
Avenir Condensed

AVENIR CONDENSED

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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TREATMENT SHOT LIST
INTRODUCTION VIDEO

SHORT TIP VIDEO

Close Ups - Focus on faces of humans and the animals 
in order to capture happy expressions. Express the fun 
and love between the photographers and the animals.

Extreme Close Ups - Use Depth of field to enhance the 
shelter animal’s features. Really look into the beauty of 
these animals and show it to the audience.

Wide Shots - Establish what a location looks like and to 
show the relationship between the photographer and 
the shelter animal during an example of a photo-shoot.

Medium Close Ups - These are used to express the 
technique or tip that the photographer is using, in order 
for the audience to have another visual understanding.

Medium Close Ups - In order to display text and 
graphics all at once on the screen and switch between 
ideas and motion graphics.

Close Ups - Used to establish a specific tip or idea and 
enhance the visual representation of the video.

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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TREATMENT CAMERA
EDITING
Editing for the motion graphic Tip Videos is meant to be 
very continuous and a smooth transition from one idea 
to the next. The Principles of Animation should be used 
with he typography and graphics in order to transition 
from title, to idea, to imagery. The transitions should be 
very lively and bouncy in their movement and quick to 
catch the audience’s eye. Camera movements should be 
slow and calm without quick cuts to jolt the audience.

Editing the video that is not a motion graphic piece is 
meant to have a variety of shots to show the artistic 
skill that photographers posses when photographing 
shelter animals. Shots should also be relatively short, 
no longer than about five or so seconds for each shot 
as to keep the audience engaged. The editing should 
also include both shelter animals and humans posing as 
photographers to show the working relationship. 

The videos themselves will have inspirational 
instrumental music in the background rather than voice 
over . The music can also be happy and energetic 
instrumental music to play in the background.

The call to action will ask the audience to take part 
in workshops or come to volunteer with Shelter Me 
Photography. This call to action will appear at the end 
of both videos and should be on any future videos.

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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ORIGINAL: STYLE FRAMES
There are two dif ferent types of style frames for the two dif ferent types of videos 
for our touch point. The first style frame is for the “Informative Tip Videos” that 
are released weekly to potential photographers who would want to volunteer for 
Shelter Me Photography. The style of this video is to be flat, two-dimensional 
motion graphics design. There is a heavy emphasis on typography and minimal 
imagery to explain the tip in the video to the viewer. Backgrounds should remain 
overall flat and typography should be broken up by the “Tip” or the header of 
the video, where font is large and bold, and “Subject” which further explains 
how to do the tip or why this tip is beneficial for creating adoption-worthy animal 
photographs. Imagery should remain flat colors from the color palette and heavy 
line work, to give the audience a visual representation to go alongside the text 
of the video. The imagery is not meant to be too detailed or life-like, so as not to 
distract from the main focus and purpose of the video, which is to educate potential 
photographers about how to photograph shelter animalsa and bring them to Shelter 
Me Photography’s website to volunteer or attend a workshop offered by Shelter Me 
Photography.

We kept the flat, minimal graphic feel to the tip video and the introduction video 
but through revising of scripts, story boards and voice over we created a set of 
assets to use and put into our videos for easily manipulation and placements. 
Originally we were going to split the styles of the two videos and have the tip 
videos be completly motion graphic and the introduction video to be entirely 
made of footage, but we felt there lacked continuity between the two and did not 
help to establish a brand for Shelter Me Photography. By keeping both videos in 
the minimal flat graphic style, we begin to establish a baseline for the brand that 
people can recognize and connect to.

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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ASSETS

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

Our assets are meant to be minimal in design and flat, on a flat, solid background with text. 
Many of our assets remained the same in our final touch point but a few were revised in order to 
remain consistent throughout our style and to bring further emphasis to a symbol, with the use 
of color and scale. The camera was more complexed than the other assets and the white of the 
color palette was removed to flatten the image and not go above 3 colors within the palette. Red 
was added to the “NO” symbol in order to signify something bad. Good tips were marked with 
green and many of the assets were scaled up. We kept facial expressions to a minimum to keep 
any conflicting emotional elements that were unnecessary out of the video, unless an expression 
was called for.

BALL

LEASH

YELLING

CAMERA

NO

YES

CAT FRONT

CAMERA SIDE

DOG FRONT

CAT SIDE

DOG FACE

DOG SIDE
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SHORT TIP VIDEO: STORYBOARDS

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

Shot 1 (00:00:00-00:00:03)
Purina logo appears on plain background. Logo opens up into hole and camera 
zooms into hole. Shelter Me Photography Logo bumps down into frame on left side, 
while title of the video bumps up into frame on right side.

Shot 2 (00:00:04-00:00:06)
Logo and title pans off screen to right. Large number 1 bumps down on left side of 
screen. Name of the tip and brief description (no more than 2 lines) type out from 
center of screen to the right.

Shot 3 (00:00:07-00:00:10)
Name of tip pans to the right and grows smaller before disappearing. Motion 
graphic that associates with tip (such as an animal) pops up on camera. Camera 
zooms in on motion graphic and pans to center of face.

Shot 4 (00:00:11-00:00:14)
DO title and explanation pans from left of screen as graphic pans out of screen. 
Iconic graphics pop up below text one at a time and pans to the right as the next 
icon appears. Smaller than text.

Shot 5 (00:00:15-00:00:18)
DON’T title and explanation pans from the left. Same set up as Shot 4.

Shot 6 (00:00:19-00:00:24)
Motion graphics turn into footage. Zoom into black screen and reveal footage. 
Zoom in on animals and the people (the action they are doing); no sound.

Shot 7 (00:00:25-00:00:25)
Freeze frame on animal face (photograph). Zoom out to the screen with the tag line 
and call to action for more videos and workshops. Logos present (Purina and Shelter 
Me Photography).
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INTRODUCTION VIDEO: STORYBOARDS
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Shot 1 (00:00:00-00:00:03)
Purina logo appears on plain background. Logo opens up into hole and camera 
zooms into hole. Shelter Me Photography Logo bumps down into frame on left side, 
while title of the video bumps up into frame on right side.

Shot 2 (00:00:04-00:00:06)
Logo and title pans off screen to right. Large number 1 bumps down on left side of 
screen. Name of the tip and brief description (no more than 2 lines) type out from 
center of screen to the right.

Shot 3 (00:00:07-00:00:10)
Name of tip pans to the right and grows smaller before disappearing. Motion 
graphic that associates with tip (such as an animal) pops up on camera. Camera 
zooms in on motion graphic and pans to center of face.

Shot 4 (00:00:11-00:00:14)
Imagery of pathetically shot shelter animals; voice over talking about the number of 
shelter animals euthanized every year in the US. Fade off one at a time.

Shot 5 (00:00:15-00:00:18)
Fade on SMP happy animal; VO “First Impressions...”.

Shot 6 (00:00:19-00:00:24)
Name of tip pans to the right and grows smaller before disappearing. Motion 
graphic that associates with tip (such as an animal) pops up on camera. Camera 
zooms in on motion graphic and pans to center of face.

Shot 7 (00:00:25-00:00:25)
Video footage of SMP photographing; VO encouraging workshops. Animal 
photographs litter the screen, fade off; Tagline, then SMP logo and website remain.
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RESEARCH
ONLINE SURVEY

Beginner photographer.

Have never taken a 
workshop or class on 
photography at all.

Say that photography 
makes an impact in life.

Say they volunteer 
sometimes in their 
spare time.

48.5%

53.9%

94.9%

46.2%

GOOGLE SURVEY: 40+ responses
FACEBOOK

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

Responses from the survey 
helped us to identify that our 
target audience was indeed 
very visual, which would 
benefit in future volunteers 
learning through these motion 
graphic tip videos. The survey 
also helped to validate that 
there is a need in improving 
shelter animal photography, 
from sad and depressing 
images to professional and 
happier images. Some of our 
audience were more skilled 
with cameras and photography 
than others, thus providing 
more advanced feedback 
about the photography 
process itself rather than 
simple imagery for this 
project.

These survey responses also 
helped us to re-establish 
the importance of proper 
photography of shelter 
animals, as another problem/
need within this ecosystem. 
This problem is a constant 
problem across many brands 
and is not just a problem for 
Shelter Me Photography, but 
our brand is helping to solve 
this problem.
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RESEARCH
ONLINE SURVEY

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE 
EVENTUALLY CHANGED:

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

We eventually compiled all of 
our survey results into categories 
and sections in order to begin to 
understand who our target audience 
is and how they might be changing 
based on survey responses. After our 
interview with Nanette with Shelter 
Me Photography, and some initial 
interviews with shelters, we began to 
realize that our target audience was 
dif ferent than originally anticipated. 
Nanette preferred photographers who 
were not beginners (who needed to 
be taught the basics) but also did not 
want professionals, as many of them 
were already “set in their ways.” This 
leads us to seek out intermediate 
photographers who knew at least 
the basics of photography, and our 
focus in these touch points were 
to be on tips about photographing 
shelter animals specifically, rather than 
creating basic photography tips. Our 
target audience needed to be able to 
be willing to teach themselves on their 
own time through our touchpoints and 
be motivated to attend the workshops 
provided by Shelter Me Photography.

INTERMEDIATE PHOTOGRAPHERS 
WHO HAD TIME TO VOLUNTEER.
ANIMAL LOVERS
MALE OR FEMALE: AGES 25-55
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SHELTER INTERVIEWS
ANIMAL SHELTERS
Adams County 
Humane Society

Lifeline Puppy 
Rescue Shelter

Lifeline Puppy Rescue
Adams County 
Humane Society 

“These photos are 
sometimes the first 
impression someone 
has of a pet.”

• OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHS
• LEASH AND HANDLER OFTEN VISIBLE
• FULL ANIMAL BODY FOR SCALE
• FEW OR NO TOUCH-UPS
• PHOTOGRAPHED WITHIN A DAY
• WOULD WANT A PHOTOGRAPHER TO 

SOLEY PHOTOGRAPHY ANIMALS
• NO TIME TO TEACH VOLUNTEERS 

HOW TO DO IT THEMSELVES
• MUST BE MOTIVATED ON OWN TIME 

TO LEARN

• STUDIO SETTING PHOTOGRAPHS
• NO LEASH OR HANDLER VISIBLE
• PROPS AND BACKDROPS
• TOUCH-UPS IN PHOTOSHOP
• UPDATED EVERY FRIDAY
• VOLUNTEER WOULD DONATE A 

GOOD PORTION OF TIME

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III
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SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY INTERVIEW
SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY
Nanette Martin (founder)
Cynthia (Volunteer) “Overall the goal

is to change more
minds. We want to
change the way
society perceives 
shelter pets...”

SHELTER ME PHOTOGRAPHY TOUCH POINT: CAPTURING HEARTS JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

• PHOTOGRAPHERS NOT 
PROFESSIONAL OR BEGINNER

• PHOTOGRAPHERS SHOULD WORK 
MORE FOR THE SHELTERS, NOT SMP

• TAKE WORKSHOPS THROUGH SMP
• NOT A LOT OF PROMOTION
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AGE

OCCUPATION
STATUS 

LOCATION
ARCHETYPE

30
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER
MARRIED
DENVER, COLORADO
HOBBIEST PHOTOGRAPHER

BIO

DISLIKES

LIKES

MOTIVATIONS

“I WISH THERE WAS A WAY FOR ME TO HELP CHANGE THE WAY SHELTER ANI-
MALS LOOK SO THEY HAVE A BETTER CHANCE AT BEING ADOPTED.”

PERSONALITY

SKILL LEVEL

VOLUNTEER

• DOGS AND CATS. OWNS ONE DOG AND ONE CAT.
• PHOTOGRAPHING LANDSCAPES AND NATURE.
• GOING ON TRIPS WITH HER FAMILY.

• DRIVING TOO FAR TO GET TO PLACES, SUCH AS WORK.
• CROWDED SPACES AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.
• WASTING TIME ON PROJECTS NOT WORTH DOING.

PAT IS A MOTHER OF THREE CHILDREN, UNDER THE AGE OF 14 AND A WIFE OF 
15 YEARS. SHE WORKS IN A SECONDARY EDUCATION SCHOOL IN DOWNTOWN 
DENVER AS A SCHOOL TEACHER AND LOVES ANY SORT OF ANIMAL THAT 
COMES HER WAY. SHE MOVED TO DENVER FROM MARYLAND AFTER SCHOOL 
AND GREW TO LOVE IT HERE.

FEAR

FRIENDLYANIMAL LOVER ENTHUSIASTIC

INTROVERT

PHOTOGRAPHY BASICS

ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY

SHELTER ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOSHOP

LAZY

SLOW PACED

LEADER

EXTROVERT

DEDICATED

FAST PACED

FOLLOWER

Precious 
Child

REWARDS

FAMILY

HELPING OTHERS

MONEY

EXPERIENCES

JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III



23Chris Anderson
AGE

OCCUPATION
STATUS 

LOCATION
ARCHETYPE

47
AUTO MECHANIC
DIVORCED
BOULDER, COLORADO
HOBBIEST PHOTOGRAPHER

BIO

DISLIKES

LIKES

MOTIVATIONS

“I REALLY LIKE BEING ABLE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE AND WOULD LIKE TO LEARN 
MORE WAYS I CAN HELP.”

PERSONALITY

SKILL LEVEL
• ALL ANIMALS. ONLY HAS RATS AT THIS TIME.
• PHOTOGRAPHING KIDS, FAMILIES AND ANIMALS.
• SPENDING TIME WITH HIS KIDS WHEN HE HAS THEM.

• SELFISH AND SELF-ENTITLED PEOPLE.
• ANY MISTREATMENT OF ANIMALS.
• FEELING LIKE HE IS NOT MAKING A DIFFERENCE.

CHRIS HAS BEEN DIVORCED FOR 3 YEARS AND DOES NOT CURRENTLY DATE. 
HIS 2 CHILDREN (AGES 9 AND 11) SPEND EVERY OTHER WEEKEND WITH HIM. HE 
WORKS FULL-TIME AS AN AUTO MECHANIC IN BOULDER, BUT STILL HAS TIME 
TO VOLUNTEER, WHICH HE FEELS BRINGS MORE MEANING TO HIS LIFE. HE HAS 
BEEN IN BOULDER HIS ENTIRE LIFE AND HAS NO PLANS ON MOVING.

FEAR

FRIENDLYANIMAL LOVER ENTHUSIASTIC

INTROVERT

PHOTOGRAPHY BASICS

ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY

SHELTER ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOSHOP

LAZY

SLOW PACED

LEADER

EXTROVERT

DEDICATED

FAST PACED

FOLLOWER

REWARDS

FAMILY

HELPING OTHERS

MONEY

EXPERIENCES

VOLUNTEER

REVISED PERSONA AFTER SMP INTERVIEW
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ITERATION
R E V I S I O N S
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SHORT TIP VIDEO: REVISED STORYBOARDS

JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

Shot 1 Opening Credits and Title of Video.
Title of video appears with graphic of camera. Wipes off screen as, “Presented By” 
appears and Purina logo with Shelter Me Photography Logos fade onto screen.

Shot 2 Title of tip.
Name of tip pans to the right and grows smaller before disappearing. Motion 
graphic that associates with tip (such as an animal) pops up on camera. Camera 
zooms in on motion graphic and pans to center of face.

Shot 3 Explanation of why tip is important.
Switch between graphic of cat and dog with an action that signifys they are happy 
and enjoying the experience. Camera flashes to take picture. Subtle movements.

Shot 4 What to do
DO title and explanation pans from left of screen as graphic pans out of screen. 
Iconic graphics pop up below text one at a time and pans to the right as the next 
icon appears. Smaller than text.

Shot 5 What to Avoid
DON’T title and explanation pans from the left. Same set up as Shot 4.

Shot 6 Call to Action and Ending
Dog turns into polaroid picture. Call to action appears, “With your help we can save 
even more lives.” Where to find more information and logos present.
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SHORT TIP VIDEO: REVISED SCRIPT

JAIME ROY & LISA WINKLER: DESIGN STUDIO III

Shot 1: No voice over; 7 seconds
 Only Music and sound effects over introduction.

Shot 2: 8 seconds
 The first tip is: to learn the animal’s way. Get their attention.

Shot 3: 7 seconds
 Knowing how to catch an animal’s attention will create a happier bond with the 
animal and create a better picture.

Shot 4: 9 seconds
 When learning about the animal’s personality to get their attention try to do 
this: Use a ball; shake a leash, or even make a noise.

Shot 5: 9 seconds
 As you photograph the animals try to avoid: yelling at them, getting annoyed, 
or even using a muzzle.

Shot 6: 10 seconds 
 With your help, we can save even more lives. For more information, attend one 
of our workshops through Shelter Me Photography.org and watch the next Shelter 
Photography Tip Video.

Fade to Black; Fade Music

We cut out some of the shots in order to simplify the 
video and attempt to condense length. However, once 
the video was condensed to 30 seconds, we found that 
many of the shots were much too fast even cut sharply. 
There wasn’t enough time to read any of the text or hear 
a good amount of voice over, as some viewers explained 
to us.

We were stumped with either cutting out even more 
scenes to keep the video at 30 seconds or to extend 
the scenes we currently had in order to make the video 
flow better. In the end, the decision was made that 
the information displayed in the video was important 
enough, and cutting out any shots would result in loss 
of vital educational information for the audience. We 
extended scenes to a slower pace and kept the voice 
over to make the entire video 45-50 seconds long. Such 
modifications were extending the Introduction shot, 
where the logos appeared, to appear on screen longer. 
We extended the To Dos and Avoids shots to allow the 
audience to absorb each bit of information provided 
and we tweaked the ending Call to Action, in order to 
call out Shelter Me Photography’s workshops and hint to 
the other tip videos associated with this touch point in 
action.
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Shot 1 (00:00:00-00:00:03)
Purina logo appears on plain background. Logo opens up into hole and camera 
zooms into hole. Shelter Me Photography Logo bumps down into frame on left side, 
while title of the video bumps up into frame on right side.

Shot 2 (00:00:04-00:00:06)
Logo and title pans off screen to right. Large number 1 bumps down on left side of 
screen. Name of the tip and brief description (no more than 2 lines) type out from 
center of screen to the right.

Shot 3 (00:00:07-00:00:10)
Name of tip pans to the right and grows smaller before disappearing. Motion 
graphic that associates with tip (such as an animal) pops up on camera. Camera 
zooms in on motion graphic and pans to center of face.

Shot 4 (00:00:11-00:00:14)
Imagery of sad dog; voice over talking about the number of shelter animals 
euthanized every year in the US. Fade off one at a time.

Shot 5 (00:00:15-00:00:18)
Fade on SMP happy animal; VO “First Impressions...”.

Shot 6 (00:00:19-00:00:24)
Name of tip pans to the right and grows smaller before disappearing. Motion 
graphic that associates with tip (such as an animal) pops up on camera. Camera 
zooms in on motion graphic and pans to center of face.

Shot 7 (00:00:25-00:00:25)
Video footage of SMP photographing; VO encouraging workshops. Animal 
photographs litter the screen, fade off; Tagline, then SMP logo and website remain.
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INTRODUCTION VIDEO: REVISED SCRIPT
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1. Almost 3 million shelter animals are euthanized in the US every year.

2. At Shelter Me Photography, we have learned that a good photograph can save a 
live.

3. Join us in this life saving journey by following our helpful tip videos that quickly 
show how to get the best possible photo of shelter animals, which increases their 
chances of finding a good home.

4. These short videos will get you started, but if you need more help with getting 
the most out ofyour shelter animal photography, sign up through our web site for 
one of our workshops to get in-depth, hands on practice with professionals.

5. A photograph changes the heart and the heart changes the mind.

6. Let’s get started!

We shortened the script drastically in order to keep 
the video under 60 seconds, with the title sequence 
of the video included. This script combined explaining 
what Shelter Me Photography was, the importance 
of professional photography for shelter animals and 
introduced how the audience can help with these 
upcoming tip videos that would be available to them. 
We decided for a friendlier and easy-going tone for this 
script, which was very inclusive towards the audience 
in order to motivate people to watch the series of tip 
videos available and be inspired to join Shelter Me 
Photography as a volunteer photographer. 

We want the audience to feel like they have the choice 
to join and that they can be the ones who make a 
dif ferent in these animals’ lives. That is the goal of 
Shelter Me Photography after all.
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OTHER TOUCHPOINTS
SMP INTRODUCTORY VIDEO

PURINA ABOUT VIDEO

One of the biggest touch points that Shelter Me Photography had was their “About” video, 
which showcased their photography and explained what Shelter Me Photography does and who 
this organization is. The piece had no voice over, but rather focused on their photography and 
how professional they looked while having one or two screens that explained about Shelter Me 
Photography’s mission. However, unlike our touch point, this video did nothing to motivate the 
audience to want to volunteer or attend any of their workshops in order to become a photographer 
for the organization and help expand Shelter Me Photography to other shelters that they may not have 
been to just yet. Our touch point helps to educate the audience about the tips provided through the 
work shops and also explains what Shelter Me Photography does and its impact on animal shelters.

Shelter Me Photography is partnered with Purina, and this touch point was a video that interviewed 
Nanette, the head of the non-profit, and what her organization does. It goes into more detail about 
what Shelter Me Photography does, and how they make an impact on the lives of shelter animals. 
The video also touches on points of how professional animal shelter photography can help to save 
lives and change the minds of those looking to adopt an animal. However, for as big of a company 
that Purina is, the video itself did not feel or look as if it were made by a large and well known 
corporation such as Purina. Instead the video looked ametuer, with poor sound quality and no audio 
sweetening. The lighting and camera movements were poor and choppy. It was rather disappointing 
because at first it made us lose interest in any partnership with Purina, however our touchpoint will 
utilize Purina’s platform without Purina having to involve too much work into the project, in order to 
reach a much larger audience on-line.
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PLATFORMS - SOCIAL MEDIA
SMP & PURINA FACEBOOK
The platforms in which our touch point will be located rely heavily on social media. 
The main platforms where the videos will be located will be on the Shelter Me 
Photography Facebook page and the official website. The website will be the main 
housing place for these videos, with its own seperate page and that has every tip 
video arranged in numerical order, starting with the introduction video. On the 
Facebook page, the videos will be housed in the videos file and will have been 
posted in numerical order starting with the introduction video posted first. Links to 
each video and the webstite will be in the caption. 

We also plan to utilize Purina’s fanbase as a platform since their following is 
significantly higher than Shelter Me Photography’s following. Purina will post about 
the tip videos which link back the SMP Facebook or website for all of the tip videos. 
They will also have posted the introduction video to get viewer’s interested and 
curious for more information of these Shelter Photography Tip videos. Purina’s 
presence is minimal in these platforms and are meant to reach out to a larger and 
broader audience of animal lovers, in order to promote SMP and the workshop/
videos they provide to photographers and volunteers.

We realized how much Purina’s large audience could aid in reaching out to target 
audience members who might not even be aware of SMP or these videos, even if 
their presence is very minimal in the partnership with SMP. Our goal is to benefit 
SMP in the spotlight, and to benefit Purina by showcasing their generosity in 
partnering with a non-profit that cares greatly about the well being of shelter 
animals, creating an empathetic bond between Purina, SMP and the audience.
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PLATFORMS
ANIMAL SHELTER FACEBOOK & WEBSITES
The other platform we wish to utilize with our touchpoint is working with animal 
shelters that have worked with Shelter Me Photography before, and shelters that are 
interested in working with SMP, through their social media and websites. We want 
to show the partnerships between SMP and these animal shelters. The websites 
would house a separate page for the SMP tip videos, which would showcase the 
Introduction video and automatically link back to the SMP website where the Shelter 
Photography Tip Videos would be located for the viewer to watch. The websites 
would help to locate and inspire animal lovers and intermediate photographers to 
watch the rest of the tip videos and attend a SMP workshop.

We also want to house links to the Tip videos and the Introduction video on the 
social media platforms of these shelters that we partner with. Animals shelters 
would use the hash tags:

#ShelterMePhotography
#ShelterPhotographyTips

in order to tweet or talk about the tip videos with a brief explanation encouraging 
its users to link back to the SMP website where the videos can be located. The 
social media sites would also utilize the Introduction videos in their posts or tweets 
in order to inspire viewers to watch the tip video series. This platform benefits SMP 
by reaching out to a broader audience who may not be aware of them, and showing 
the firm partnerships between SMP and the animal shelters SMP has helped.
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FINAL TOUCHPOINTS
SHELTER PHOTOGRAPHY TIP VIDEO

SHELTER PHOTOGRAPHY INTRO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/207662829
The final cut video ended up being around 50 seconds long with music aquired 
from Shelter Me Photography and with a female voice over, age 18. Much of 
the animation was tweaked, along with the scale of the logos, in order to show 
importance of the companies behind these videos. Several tweaks were made to the 
timing and story of the video to be short and to the point of what to do and what 
not to do. 

https://vimeo.com/207588866
The final cut video ended up being around 55 seconds long with music aquired 
from Shelter Me Photography and a female voice over, age 18. The timing and 
animation was tweaked to allow viewer’s time to breathe and read the text. And the 
overall video was more toned in storytelling about Shelter Me Photography and an 
introduction to the series of tip videos.
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